
The Artist Merch Hub – For Artists, Creatives & Brands.

OUR MISSION.
Here at The Artist Merch Hub, our main Mission is to support Music Artists,
Entertainers and Brands alike.

With our broad first hand knowledge and rich understanding of the music and
entertainment industries, we acknowledge how much of an impact major recording
companies and larger merchandising companies can have on the individual artist
themselves. Many entities have been ripped off big time, specifically when it comes to
the production and management of their merchandise and the say in how their profits
are managed.

Merch & touring is the main source of income for artists and creatives especially, and at
The Artist Merch Hub, we believe that the profit gained from such sourcing should be
far more invested back into the artist solely, rather than into the pockets of such
exploiting companies in the industry.

We greatly understand this strain on the creators and believe that artists should ideally
be able to have 100% say in how their finances are distributed. Following this, the
statement and drive behind our business is to give the rights and freedom back to these
artists/creators who have been oppressed by major companies who misuse their power.
We are hoping that The Artist Merch Hub can provide protection for all creative outlets
in the industry who have been subject to neglectful intent.

OUR PROMISE at The Artist Merch Hub
We understand that The Artist Merch Hub is an original, newly formed business, but
have assurance in knowing our team have conducted extensive research into the
merchandising industry.



We respect that caution may be taken when approaching our business, but we can
guarantee that our passion and drive for this project is purposely to support the
creatives and their rights. We plan on teaming up with Artists, Creatives and Brands
globally to ensure power is rightfully restored back to such individuals and not to the
exploitation of the industry.

Our promise as such, is to eventually allow Artists and Creators to have the final say on
all matters regarding their property. However, to do so all we ask for is your support.
Help US support YOU.

I, Brock Jays, am a passionate artist from my heart and soul. In saying this, I
understand first hand how difficult it can be to progress through the industry. I have
placed my trust in various members to look after and support me along the way,
however what I got from this was misguidance and wrongful management of concepts
and assets.

This is why I promise to make a change. I aim to give as much back to the artist as
possible, and will go to any lengths to place the control back into their hands.

Myself and the team at The Artist Merch Hub, have all intentions to support Artists and
their career as exclusively as possible. In saying this, we have no intent of cutting into
profits, and believe 100% of this should be in the hands of the Artist.
As a promise, this profit will be for Artists and entertainers who choose to contribute to
our mission/cause.

DETAILS of the business.

PROFIT MARGIN/YOUR SALES
All we ask is that $1 per item sold and the expenses of postage on personal
orders/samples is covered by the Artist themselves. Usually the cost’s of postage is
covered by the purchaser. But That’s about it.

The $1 per item we gain will contribute to support the operation of the backend of our
business in order to continue to provide support to those who need it most in the
industry.

With the development of individual merchandise, we will provide recommended retail
prices, however the final sale price will be completely up to the creator themselves. This
ultimately provides full control of profit margins.



AFTERPAY Facilities
We’ve partnered with afterpay to help upsell merchandise,
There is a slight transaction fee increase to facilitate afterpay facilities but these are
from 3% - 6% depending on the total sale price. (Ask about how this works)

YOUR OWN ONLINE MERCH STORE
We provide you with your own merchandise storefront for your designated Merchandise
on your website. So you’re saving money on your own storefront online. It has
automated Shipping calculations for your customer, all your products and details.
We can customize your store page to suit your website.

We are working on getting merchandise linked to Instagram Shop and facebook Shop
for each partner so you can sell faster and easier to your supporters.

THE FUN STUFF.
The following segments of this document will reflect how Artist Merch Hub will operate
alongside any given Artist who chooses to join our movement.

Through the extensive and thought out set up of this business, we have been given the
opportunity to provide a risk-free initiative that requires no upfront fees or minimum
quantity orders to get the best pricing.

This will allow Artists to create merchandise for their supporters without having to outlay
hefty fees, recurring monthly fees and give up profits to other merchandising
companies.

WHAT WE ARE ALL ABOUT.
- We take the hassle out of producing, storing and tracking merchandise.
- We will happily accommodate your design needs, and can help you out with the

artistry surrounding your designs if required**
- We will print orders as they come in on demand and have it packaged up and

shipped to your purchaser within 15 days Globally*

We have chosen to collaborate with different partners worldwide to ensure that the Artist
merchandise process is the most cost effective and highest quality possible. With
warehouses and manufacturing partners in major countries (Australia, USA, UK).



Apparel: We work with GLOBAL MERCH BRANDS including GILDAN, AS COLOUR,
BELLA & CANVAS and several other leading brands. We have an extensive range of
over 500+ customisable pieces of merch to add to your store. (enquire for anything
specific)

- Our artist range includes a wide selection of general comfy apparel including
hoodies, crewneck sweaters, crop tops, tees, jackets, shoes, pants, beanies,
hats.

- We also NOW offer All Over Printing, So you can do matching tracksuits, zip
ups, jackets, gym apparel, crop tops, towels,

- Also offer customised FACE MASKS for your brand.
- We also offer a wide variety of accessory items including phone cases, tote

bags, drink bottles, mugs, pillow cases and far more (just ask!)
- If there is something an Artist specifically wants branded, we promise to work

together to ensure these potentials are met

Discounts:
- We will produce any discounts Artists request in order to supply to their

supporters.
- We can create discounts that can help push sales.
- These discount codes can accommodate for personalisation in order to link the

code to the Artist.
- We will work closely with Creators to ensure the best marketing strategies are

obtained****

QUANTITY ORDERS FOR LIVE SHOWS.
We can accommodate for large audiences and quantity orders for live shows where
Artists may like to sell their physical merchandise.
The only catch with this however, is that there may be requirements to purchase bulk for
such events, ensuring stock is at hand. Following this, we will provide personal
discounts on cost price items for bulk orders which will be individually tailored to each
individual item.



In saying this, postage does get cheaper with additional indentical items.

So it’ll be the Cost Price (per item) + our $1 (per item) + Postage + transaction fee =
Your Cost to us.
Your Sale Price - $Your Cost Price = $Your Profits.

YOUR SUPPORT.
All we ask for is a mutual agreement between parties to ensure we can access
exclusive content from Creators and support on major campaigns for future releases.***

ACCOUNTS
We will be building a back end log in to the website for the artist to be able to create,
design, track orders and see full transparency of their merch.
This account’s section will eventually become automated from our end, making smooth
transactions to the Artist nominated account (We’re working on it!).

For now we will be able to provide weekly/fortnightly/monthly statements and a
weekly/fortnightly/monthly payout to the artist's nominated bank account. Pending on
the Artists desired payout frequency.

LIVE SALES EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS
Once you’re integrated into our system we will set up, email forwarding notifications for
live sales purchases with customer details so you know as soon as a purchase has
gone through all the details on the items from the customers order.

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT + ARTIST PAGE
We have a section on our website called the Artist Spotlight. This will provide a platform
for Artists partnering with us to gain exposure from our customers on our main site. This
can create traction to said Artist’s name, and ultimately can contribute to the growth of
their project.
These Artists will rotate in the spotlight on a monthly basis and in conjunction with
releases or substantial news updates regarding their project.
In saying this, although an Artist will not always be in the spotlight, they will always have
an individual page on our site which will be fully dedicated to their account, inclusive of
a biography, content, links to socials and of course their merchandise. (in the works)

QUESTIONS



If you do have any questions or concerns surrounding the above information, please
feel free to contact us at business@theartistmerchhub.com.
We look forward to such support from Artists so that we can support them!

From one creative to another,
Brock Jays,
Founder & CEO.
The Artist Merch HUB

TERMS…
*This greatly depends on where the stock is warehoused.

**Please this will be represented as a Collab with our Label if we do produce the final
designs for you. This is due to the notion of our ideas being represented under an
Artists name as their own.

***Such content will include:
- Early access to fan videos/covers/merch/pre sale tickets etc

This will boost merchandise demand exclusively.
To do so, Artists will be required to set up an account through our site, which will allow
the customers to our site to sign up and purchase the official merchandise. This linking
process will allow us to push your products via marketing and email campaign.
The site will be as follows: theartistmerchhub.com/ArtistName

- As we grow as a brand we just request some support from artists on
campaigns that they may believe in.

****Marketing costs will apply due to third party marketing.

mailto:business@theartistmerchhub.com

